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Small beer? Peer-to-peer lending in the craft beer sector

Abstract
Peer-to-peer lending has advantages of ease of access to finance, timely and efficient delivery of
funding and is particularly beneficial at a specific time in the lifecycle of the firm.

1

INTRODUCTION

The significant increase in provision and use of alternative sources of finance, particularly
crowdfunding, has been variously hailed as “transforming” entrepreneurial finance, as “democratizing
finance,” and as “unleashing great economic potential” (Vasileiadou, Huijben, & Raven, 2015). It is
potentially revolutionary for young firms and startups at a disadvantage in securing investment in the
early stages of business (Harrison, 2013). The concept of crowdfunding is not novel (Everett, 2014).
Celebrated examples of early use include the financing of the Statue of Liberty in New York and the
funding of concerts and music publications by Mozart and Beethoven (Hemer, 2011). Use of
crowdfunding has recently increased very rapidly (Moenninghoff & Wieandt, 2013), from a reported
$880 million in 2010 to an estimated $34 billion in 2015 (Massolution, 2015), raising the question of
whether this represents a transformational change in entrepreneurial finance or whether it is a
passing fad (Harrison, 2013). The rapid increase in investment activity through crowdfunding has been
expedited by the expansion of the Internet and the use of online platforms. This presents increased
financing options for small firms, which are important in ameliorating the adverse effects of procyclical lending observed in private debt markets.
Academic studies have lagged the large increase in the number of sources, types, and volume of
alternative finance. The study of the phenomenon has concentrated largely on dynamics of success
and failure (Mollick, 2014), geographical analysis (Agrawal, Catalini, & Goldfarb, 2011; Kim & Hann,
2013), contractual mechanisms (Hornuf & Schwienbacher, 2014b), historical aspects (Everett, 2014),
default risk (Everett, 2015), the role of platforms (Belleflamme & Lambert, 2014a, 2014b), the
influence of the banking system (Paulet & Relano, 2017), transformation of the business angel market
(Hornuf & Schwienbacher, 2014a), disintermediation (Rubinton, 2011), crosscountry comparisons
(Tuomi & Harrison, 2017), and theoretical aspects (Belleflamme, Lambert, & Schwienbacher, 2014).
The vast majority of studies have concentrated on investors and intermediaries (Moritz & Block, 2014),
with surprisingly few studies related to capital seekers or “creators.” This is a significant deficit in the
literature, as the potential for the use of a resource is largely dependent on the response and
intentions of potential consumers or users. It is somewhat surprising that these issues are ignored.
Although motivations of investors are important, from a sustainability, public policy, and markets
perspective, the experiences and views of those using crowdfunding are paramount. A number of
studies have identified this gap in the literature, including Moritz and Block (2014) and Bruton, Khavul,
Siegel, and Wright (2015). Questions identified by the latter encompass a broad range of issues
including substitution and complementarity effects, cognitive aspects, and social networking.
Our study addresses this research agenda by investigating the experiences, motivations, and
intentions of entrepreneurs who have sought finance through crowdfunding campaigns. We do not
examine crowdfunding in isolation, rather we investigate the use of alternative finance in relation to
resourcing and resource requirements, based on long-standing theoretical propositions in
entrepreneurial finance. We interview the principals in firms in the craft brewing sector that have

recently raised finance. This methodology is important as it facilitates investigation of a number of
issues not commonly addressed in financing the small firm sector. The craft brewing sector was
selected as it has many features that make it attractive to potential crowdfunding investors. It is a
young, growing, creative sector, with a high number of independent firms seeking to expand into a
market dominated by large corporates, with many characteristics of start-up firms at a disadvantage
when raising finance. Financial innovation has been a feature of the craft brewing sector, and the
“equity for punks” fundraising model of Scottish brewer Brewdog has garnered a lot of attention, as
well as raising large sums of equity capital, including $2.5 million in a recent U.S. expansion.
We pose a number of specific research questions as follows. Do entrepreneurs employ alternative
sources in response to a financing “gap”? What are the complementary and substitution effects of
alternative finance? What are the cognitive heuristics of those who seek alternative finance? How do
entrepreneurs manage relationships with multiple lenders and investors? Does alternative finance
provide benefits in terms of cost and ease of access? Are there non-financial considerations in raising
alternative finance? Are there implications for the organizational forms of those seeking alternative
finance? What are entrepreneurs' future financing intentions in meeting their investment
requirements?
Our findings provide new insights into widely held beliefs about crowdfunding (Agrawal, 2014). Craft
brewers seek finance from crowdfunding sources because of an investment requirement, rather than
being discouraged from applying elsewhere or as a result of a “financing gap.” Crowdfunding is viewed
as complementary and is used in conjunction with debt, equity, and grant funding. Brewers use
crowdfunding to raise awareness of their product, projecting a “positive story,” and aiming to
engender a feeling of “ownership” in their enterprise. Interviewees are positively disposed toward
raising finance through crowdfunding in future, although as they become more established and
accumulate a track record, reputation effects mean that they can access cheaper finance from other
sources. Craft brewers see potential in using crowdfunding sources to finance “special projects,” but
prefer to seek larger investment requirements from traditional sources. Future prospects for the
revolutionary potential of crowdfunding are difficult to gauge given our limited sample, although it
appears that crowdfunding is viewed as a “heterodox” source of finance and is unlikely to displace
traditional sources of debt and equity.
The rest of our article is structured as follows. The following section provides a brief summary of the
primary theoretical debates on small firm financing, along with a synopsis of the crowdfunding
literature and how alternative sources of finance might overcome some of the challenges in private
debt and equity markets. We provide a description of our methodology, along with an explanation of
how our sample was selected. This is followed with a description and analysis of our findings, along
with how our results differ from stylized facts about crowdfunding, suggestions for future research
and policy considerations.
2

PREVIOUS RELATED LITERATURE

Alternative sources of finance are viewed as “evolutionary” (Bruton et al., 2015) and “changing the
face of entrepreneurial finance.” It is thus pertinent to briefly revisit some long-standing tenets and
theories of small firm financing, focusing particularly on information asymmetries, agency, signaling,
firm owners' choice, supply constrictions, and firm life cycle. What are the effects of these issues on
the use of new alternative sources of finance and to what extent do they ameliorate entrepreneurs'
difficulties in accessing finance?

Academic studies consistently identify opacity as the greatest impediment for external investment in
small firms. As detailed financing information on small firms is not publicly available or easily
accessible, investors are unable to accurately assess the viability or potential of investments. This
information is costly to collect, and therefore financiers seek to mitigate potential losses by seeking a
significant ownership stake and/or collateral. Provision of collateral ameliorates risk for investors,
along with signaling project quality by entrepreneurs. Not all firms have access to collateral, however,
and thus cannot access debt finance. Firms may raise external equity from new investors, although
this source is typically only available to firms with a particular profile. Hence, a number of firms are
resource constrained and cannot invest in positive net present value projects.
Information asymmetries are the basis for the two most prominent theories of small firm financing,
pecking order theory (Myers, 1984; Myers & Majluf, 1984) and agency theory (Jensen & Meckling,
1976). The pecking order theory is based on the premise that internal management is better informed
than outside investors and that internal management act in the interests of existing shareholders. This
information opacity results in varying costs for additional external finance. Thus, firm owners will
finance projects with internal equity in the first instance, followed by external debt, only resorting to
external equity from new investors when other sources are exhausted. This view of information
asymmetries is most appropriate for established firms (Garmaise, 2001).
Another explanatory factor for adherence to the pecking order theory for small firms is the desire to
retain management independence and control of the enterprise. Thus, firm owners employ sources
of finance with the least amount of external intrusion, sourcing capital from a pecking order of, first,
their own money (personal capital and retained earnings), second, short-term debt, followed by longterm debt, and last of all from new external equity investors. Adherence to a pecking order by small
firms is well documented in the literature (e.g., Mac an Bhaird & Lucey, 2010), with some firms
adhering to a constrained pecking order, where external equity from new investors is not even
considered.
Another approach based on information asymmetries is the signaling model proposed by Ross (1977).
Developed in the field of corporate finance, it postulates that managers convey inside information to
investors through the proportion of debt in the capital structure. Successful firms with greater revenue
streams can support higher leverage than those with lower revenue streams, and the market believes
that only the manager knows the true distribution of the firm's returns. Signaling is also important
from a small firm perspective, although it is construed differently (i.e., high levels of debt are viewed
negatively in the small firm context). Rather, small firm owners convey positive signals through the
amount of personal resources invested in a venture. Having “skin in the game” is positively viewed by
investors, notwithstanding the tendency for overconfidence in entrepreneurs. A further positive
signaling mechanism for entrepreneurs is provision of assets as collateral, although this is more a
requirement by lenders to ameliorate potential agency problems rather than signaling. Agency
problems occur when the agent (entrepreneur) has an incentive to engage in high-risk activities at the
expense of funders (Barnea et al., 1981). Agency costs are more significant when businesses are small
(Hand et al., 1982) because of greater information asymmetries. The vast majority of small firm loans
are collateralized, with some financial institutions also seeking personal guarantees from firm owners.
Enterprises with intangible assets are at a distinct disadvantage in securing intermediated debt, in
which cases firm owners may provide personal assets as collateral.
External resource requirement is commonly determined by the stage of firm development. By their
nature, startups have greater resourcing constraints than older firms. Established firms typically
finance investment from retained earnings and are able to access debt finance because of a credit
history and relationship effects. Startups, on the other hand, have a greater reliance on the resources

of the firm founder and her associated networks, including friends and family. Startups therefore
typically have a greater variation in the sources of finance employed. Notwithstanding the problems
faced by new and young firms, firm owners are particularly resourceful in gathering resources to
finance their fledgling operations (Koubâa, 2014). Firm owners respond to these challenges by
adopting bootstrapping techniques (Laveren, Helleboogh, & Lybaert, 2010), which are more intensely
used in new enterprises (Jones & Jayawarna, 2010) and by nascent entrepreneurs (Grichnik,
Brinckmann, Singh, & Manigart, 2014).
Other significant factors in firm financing include the variety in sources of finance available and
temporal changes in supply. Private debt and equity markets are particularly concentrated in some
countries. For example, in the United Kingdom, four large banks supply 85% of total loan finance to
small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs); in Ireland, three banks supply 95% of all new loans
(Central Bank of Ireland, 2016). As bank lending accounts for more than 92% of external finance
accessed by SMEs, the concentration of provision in a few institutions means that small firms are
vulnerable to pro-cyclical fluctuations in finance provision. As periods of credit constraint commonly
coincide with downturns in the real economy, small firms are particularly disadvantaged in accessing
finance when most needed. In markets with few financing alternatives, small firms may experience a
credit crunch or a financing gap (Mac an Bhaird, 2013).
Problems in accessing adequate investment finance are more acutely experienced by firms with a
particular profile, and traditionally new firms and firms with a large proportion of intangible assets are
more disadvantaged.
Provision of alternative sources of finance is thus viewed as a positive development for small firms,
both in terms of reducing inherent frailties in the financial ecosystem and increasing diversity in
supply. Although alternative sources of finance are not suitable for all firms or sectors, they are
particularly valuable to small start-up firms in particular sectors (e.g., entertainment and the arts)
(Mollick, 2014). Our focus is crowdfunding, which entails collecting finance for investment, typically
by issuing a call across the Internet to a large group of potential investors. Seeking assistance from a
large group of individuals through the online community is either novel or confined to finance (Bayus,
2013; Belleflamme et al., 2014), although its prominence has greatly increased with the expansion in
crowdfunding. A brief summary of crowdfunding mechanisms is provided in Table 1. The vast majority
of crowdfunding is intermediated, conducted across platforms such as Crowdrise, Kickstarter,
Rockethub, Indiegogo, with lesser amounts of funding being raised through individual crowdfunding
projects. Most crowdfunding initiatives provide a monetary or non-monetary reward for investors,
including equity based (investors receive a share of the profits), reward based (investors receive
nonfinancial benefits), pre-ordering (investors receive a product or service at a reduced price), or
lending (investors receive interest and principal repayments). Donation-based crowdfunding is less
common, accounting for <10% of individual projects, for example, and is commonly used to fund
philanthropic projects or “good causes” (Belleflamme, Lambert, & Schwienbacher, 2013). These
projects are predominantly based in the charitable and nonprofit sectors (Harrison, 2013). The model
of crowdfunding selected is largely determined by the requirements and outlook of the entrepreneur.
The principal motivation of entrepreneurs is to raise finance for their projects (Belleflamme et al.,
2013; Gerber, Hui, & Kuo, 2012), although crowdfunding is also used to increase customer awareness
(Gerber & Hui, 2013), seek customer validation, gauge the price customers are willing to pay
(Belleflamme, Lambert, & Schwienbacher, 2010), disseminate information, and create a communitybased network of investors, consumers, and employees (Hemer, 2011).

TABLE1 Sources of alternative finance
Source

Business model

Examples

Equity or investment-based
crowdfunding

A firm issues equity to a large number of investors through an online platform.

Crowdcube, Seedrs

Rewards based crowdfunding

A firm raises many donations from a number of individuals, typically over the Internet, in
exchange for goods or services.

Kickstarter

Donation-based crowdfunding

A number of individuals contribute donations to meet the funding aim of a particular cause or
charitable project.

GlobalGiving

Invoice trading crowdfunding

A firm sells receivables or invoices to a number of investors through an online platform

Marketinvoice, Platform
Black

Loan-based crowdfunding

A firm raises finance from a number of people in the form of a loan agreement through an
online platform.

Funding tree,
LinkedFinance.

Microfinance

An array of financial services, including loans, provided to firms and individuals, who typically do
not have access to other forms of finance because they cannot access collateral.

Credit Unions, Prince's
Trust

Firms seeking finance through crowdfunding are concentrated in sectors such as film and video, music,
publishing, art, games, food, fashion, comics, and photography (Kickstarter, 2018). Campaigns
commonly feature products or services in the early stages of development, or novel inventions. The
craft beer sector is particularly suited to this medium of financing. Products are nonmainstream, have
an experimental, innovative element, are typically rooted in local tradition or culture, and provide an
excellent “story,” which can be related through online media and social networks. It is therefore
unsurprising that craft beer funding proposals feature on established platforms such as Kickstarter
and Indiegogo, and there are even platforms specifically dedicated to craft brewing, such as
CrowdBrewed and Craftfund. Success rates of craft brewers in raising funding through crowdfunding
platforms are similar to other sectors. For example, of 71 craft brewery campaigns launched on
Kickstarter by December 2012, 41% (29) were successful.
Gerber et al. (2012) identified a number of steps undertaken by entrepreneurs in launching a
crowdfunding campaign. After preparing and testing publicity material, entrepreneurs publicize their
project through an online campaign. Publicity is generated through the platform itself and through
social media. Platforms typically deliver funding with two models, “all or nothing” or “all and more.”
The former requires funds pledged to be returned to investors if the target is not achieved and the
latter provides the entrepreneur with all funds raised, regardless of whether the target is achieved.
All platforms retain fees, including a percentage of the funds raised and processing fee.
Crowdfunding involves the transfer of funds from investors to firms in a similar process to banking
functions of deposit taking and loan issuance. The significant difference is that crowdfunding
platforms do not perform the same intermediation roles of banks with respect to duration, liquidity,
risk management, and monitoring (Moenninghoff & Wieandt, 2013). Disintermediation provides
platforms with a number of advantages over traditional providers, including lower operating and
transaction costs. In addition, platforms do not have regulatory requirements such as minimum capital
reserves. Risks are therefore transferred to investors, as the “democratisation of finance” also leads
to greater assumption of risk.
The disintermediation performed by crowdfunding platforms ameliorates some of the problems faced
by small firms seeking finance. There is no requirement for collateral, which is typically sought by

traditional funders. Nor are entrepreneurs required to provide positive signals to potential investors
in the form of personal funds invested or collateral offered. Although project promoters provide
publicity material, this is not a signaling mechanism as to the probability of success of the project. A
track record or reputation is not required, as entrepreneurs typically seek finance for specific
standalone projects. These advantages are most beneficial to young start-up firms and enterprises
with intangible assets. These benefits are typically offset by a higher cost of finance, particularly when
the platform fees are included.
One of the most high-profile innovations in alternative finance is the “equity funding for punks”
campaign conducted by the Scottish craft brewer Brewdog (Smith, Moult, Burge, & Turnbull, 2010).
Their groundbreaking fundraising campaign offered investors the opportunity to purchase shares in
the business, in exchange for various “rewards” such as discount in their bars and online shops, an
invite to their AGM, along with B shares. Liquidity is a concern for investors, as they have limited
opportunity to sell shares, and 75% of the enterprise is in the ownership of the founders, friends, and
family. Notwithstanding these restrictions, Brewdog raised £13 million from 40,000 investors by the
end of 2015 and are seeking $25 million at present to fund their expansion into the United States. This
model of equity crowdfunding has many advantages for the brewers, particularly attracting new
consumers and investors. In addition, the project proposers did not have to fulfill the rigorous
requirements of a private equity placement or initial public offering.
Innovations in the provision of finance for the brewing industry are not a new or novel occurrence.
For example, between 1880 and 1913, the number of breweries listed on the stock market went from
12 to 308 (Acheson, Coyle, & Turner, 2015). This significant increase in the amount of capital invested
in breweries eventually resulted in large losses for investors, although it had long-term effects on the
brewing sector and capital markets in the United Kingdom (Acheson et al., 2015). It remains to be seen
whether the successful equity crowdfunding campaigns of Brewdog can be emulated by other craft
brewers.
3

METHODOLOGY

We adopted a qualitative methodology for this study, and while not novel, it is not commonly adopted
by academic researchers in the field of entrepreneurial finance (e.g., Molly, Laveren, & Jorissen, 2012).
This methodology is particularly suited to our research questions, which are not readily examinable
using publicly available databases or through questionnaire instruments, a departure from most
crowdfunding studies to date, which utilize data from online platforms (e.g., Ahlers, Cumming,
Günther, & Schweizer, 2015; Everett, 2015; Hornuf & Schwienbacher, 2014b). Crowdfunding is an
opaque means of financing, and a large number of pertinent issues are not evident from secondary
data, such as the level of overall investment required, whether the entrepreneur or her network
contributed to the fund, whether the campaign was a response to a rejected loan application, and
other related factors. Semistructured interviews facilitate an indepth analysis of these issues and
provide a nuanced description of entrepreneurs' experiences and intentions, all critical matters in
appraising the future potential of disintermediated investment finance.
Eight interviewees, which represents one-eighth of the total population of craft brewers in the
Republic of Ireland (Feeney, 2016), were purposively selected for our study. A survey of secondary
sources helped identify craft brewers who had either raised finance through crowdfunding or were
considering it as an option. This was facilitated by the high media profile of the craft brewing sector,
the novelty of crowdfunding, and the prominence of both across electronic media. Because of the
limited size of our sample, we selected a further two interviewees from the United Kingdom. These

firms have a similar profile to our Irish sample and provide additional insights, albeit in a different
jurisdiction. A detailed profile of interviewees is provided in Table 2.
4

FINDINGS

4.1

How craft brewers are financed at present

The capital structure, financing preferences, and choices of craft brewers are comparable with those
of firms with similar profiles, as detailed in previous studies (e.g., Mac an Bhaird & Lucey, 2010, 2011).
Financing of craft brewing enterprises follows a life cycle pattern, with brewers at startup relying
primarily on personal finance, equity from friends and family, and grant funding. All brewers
interviewed managed to raise adequate finance to commence operations, although one noted that
“…whilst we raised adequate finance to establish the business, we didn't have near enough working
capital…” Craft brewers have a preference for internal equity and/or equity from external investors
with minimum intrusion. This is supplemented with small amounts of debt finance and extensive use
of bootstrapping methods. When external funding is required, interviewees note that collateral and
signaling effects are important at the outset. One brewer related that an application for a bank loan
of €40,000 at startup was successful, partly because the founders had invested €75,000 of their own
funds in the enterprise. They emphasized that signaling was important, even though the bank had a
lien on the underlying asset, along with personal guarantees from the founders. Bootstrapping is
prevalent in the early stages, and most brewers adopt “classic” techniques such as not taking salaries,
taking extended credit from suppliers, debt factoring, buying second-hand equipment, borrowing
equipment, and free rental of premises. A number of interviewees received leader grant funding,
amounting to €90,000. In some cases, this represented almost a third of all funds raised. Another was
refused grant funding at the outset, as the local development office perceived the project “too risky,”
although he received a grant at a later stage when the awarding body deemed him to have “proven
the craft beer concept would work.” As they become established and grow, craft brewers increasingly
use internal equity and can access greater amounts of intermediated debt finance at “reasonable”
interest rates, which were typically between 4% and 5%.
4.2

Attitude to intermediated debt finance

Craft brewers have a preference for internal equity, and while they do not have an aversion to banks,
most were of the opinion that the process of applying for credit was too onerous and time consuming,
stating that decisions on loan applications “….simply took too long…” Along with protracted
application processes, interviewees remarked on the repetitive nature inherent in intermediated debt
processes “….even though we had just made a [loan] application, we were forced to go through the
process all over again….”. In contrast, their experience in raising finance through crowdfunding was
much more straightforward and did not involve “…large amounts of paperwork…” Interviewees
remarked that while the owners of platforms performed due diligence, it was rather light and did not
place onerous administrative burdens on the firm. A requirement to publish firm accounts on the
platform website that were accessible to investors was not deemed too intrusive, as “…this
information is available through the Companies Registration Office in any case…”
A number of craft brewers related difficulties in raising debt finance, with one stating that “…banks
are totally risk averse. Even when loans are 100% collateralized and backed by personal guarantees,
they still refused us credit….” In all but this case, however, the decision to seek crowdfunding was not
a result of an inability to raise intermediated debt. Notwithstanding a reluctance to spend time
completing paperwork and waiting for a loan decision, interviewees are not negatively disposed to
banks. Brewers utilize various types of intermediated credit including overdrafts, term loans, stocking

loans to purchase raw materials, and mortgages to purchase a premises (one case). In all cases, loans
are secured on the underlying asset, and in all cases banks also require personal guarantees to protect
against moral hazard. This effectively renders limited liability redundant, although brewers accept
they must acquiesce in order to secure bank credit “…banks are not supportive of the industry ……..our
bank said to us we don't have experience lending to craft breweries, you are too high a risk …. Even
though we have highly saleable tangible assets….”
Interviewees related that the cost of bank finance was considerably lower than funds sourced through
crowdfunding. Securing term loans at rates <5% from the banks was preferable to crowdfunding,
which typically yielded 7%–8% for investors. (Overdrafts and other credit facilities such as bridging
loans and invoice discounting were considerably more expensive). Typically, interviewees related
while crowdfunding campaigns were successful, they intended to revert to bank finance for
subsequent investment requirements as it cost less….“….we are going back to the bank for the next
expansion phase…I mean the crowdfunding was a great thing to do and it was for a specific project,
and there was a great story behind that, but I don't know whether we'd rush back to do it again and
again and again, it is a higher cost for sure, but at the same time we don't regret doing it…If the bank
are happy to put up the funds at pretty low interest rates, then we'll go with that, particularly if you're
looking at the realm of €400k - €500k….when you're looking at hundreds of thousands of euro, then
the conventional avenues of finance are more applicable….” In a number of cases, when the brewer's
commercial bank discovered that they were raising funds through a crowdfunding campaign, they
offered to provide intermediated debt. The brewers declined, as the promotional advantages of the
crowdfunding campaigns were of first-order importance.
4.3

Benefits in raising finance through crowdfunding

All interviewees had successfully raised loan-based crowdfunding and most were oversubscribed. One
that had failed raised only €2,500 of a €100,000 requirement. Craft brewers do not seek to raise
crowdfunding at startup, but at a later stage when the brewery is established. Consistent with
evidence from secondary sources (Crowdbrewed, Kickstarter), those seeking lower amounts reach
their target, whereas the higher requirement was not met. The amounts required through
crowdfunding were much smaller than that already raised from other sources. Funds raised through
crowdfunding were viewed as complementary to other sources, and entrepreneurs were not overly
concerned if the crowdfunding campaign failed. All interviewees related that the principal reason for
crowdfunding was for promotional and marketing benefits. This is contrary to most previous studies
which cite ‘raising investment finance” as the primary motive (e.g., Belleflamme & Lambert, 2014a).
They sought to raise awareness of their products among the public, primarily through the platforms
and social media outlets featuring their campaigns. Some also featured in mainstream media and in
the business press focusing on their crowdfunding campaigns “…we see crowdfunding as a marketing
exercise…. It's a form of awareness…. Not just among potential consumers, but also the general
public… “. The value of this publicity and advertising cannot be overstated, especially as the startups
interviewed had no marketing budget. Interviewees stated that they perceived the sector as having
an excellent ‘fit’ for the advertising medium of crowdfunding, as craft brewing provided interesting
and appealing narratives for potential investors. Craft brewers related that they selected specific
projects or purposes that they perceived to “…tell a good story to investors…” For example, one craft
brewer raised funding to pay for the freight of importing a (second hand) brewery from Mauritius “…it
was a good news story, and we wanted to shout about it………..how many people would fly to
Mauritius on a whim to buy a brewery?….” Interviewees believed that such narratives, in turn, formed
the basis for successful fundraising. Craft brewers perceived the marketing benefits of crowdfunding
as being universally positive. Entrepreneurs did not perceive negative effects in the event that they

did not attract the amount of investment required, with one viewing crowdfunding as “riskless,” if the
campaign failed they were not unduly affected.
Interviewees stated that they wanted to engender a sense of ownership in investors, rather than
simply attracting new customers “…I want investors to think that they have a stake in the company……
there's 300 or 400 people who now feel that they have a certain of ownership in the company. Because
they have invested in the business, they would buy a beer and invite their friends to buy a beer….”
Craft brewers were thus keen that investors make a direct link between the success of their
investment and the success of the brewery. They wanted this sense of ownership to transcend specific
projects and perceived relationships built up through crowdfunding as long lasting, being the source
of continuing patronage and additional investment. “…one of our first [crowdfunding] investors just
bought four barrels [in a subsequent ‘rewards’ based campaign]…” Craft brewers used rewards based
crowdfunding in an attempt to engender a sense of involvement through offering investors “rewards”
such as naming rights on a brew, fermenting vat or barrel. Craft brewers used the logic that it is in the
interests of investors to consume the product and encourage others to do so, because they see this,
in effect, as striving to ensure their investment is successful.
Craft brewers' reasoning for selecting loan based crowdfunding rather than other forms of alternative
finance is interesting. They generally wanted to raise loan finance, although one brewer launched a
rewards based crowdfunding campaign after two successful loan crowdfunding campaigns More than
one brewer stated that they thought that rewards based crowdfunding was “…gimmicky…,”
“…tacky…,” or “…disingenuous…” “…If you are raising €40,000, then we feel you have to offer
something other than a t-shirt or a plaque……….we would rather repay a loan [to investors]………when
you look at the Brewdog model, you ask yourself what exactly are investors getting for their money…”.
Brewers noted that in the case of rewards based crowdfunding, you had to “…get your offering right…”
Referencing a failed campaign, the brewer was of the opinion that the rewards offered were
inadequate and “…silly…” He opined that rewards based crowdfunding is “…too much hassle….and
undependable….” In contrast, he was favorable to loan based crowdfunding.
4.4

Cognitive heuristic/motivations of craft brewers

In seeking finance, entrepreneurs had a number of considerations apart from the principal issues of
availability and cost. Craft brewers' primary heuristic was to retain control of their fledgling firms. They
have all invested significant “sweat equity” in their enterprises and were generally unwilling to
relinquish ownership or dilute their shareholding. They also noted the difficult in placing a valuation
on the business at such an early stage of development. They were thus unwilling to accept external
equity from investors outside friends and family. The majority of interviewees raised finance through
loan-based crowdfunding. The principal stated benefit of this source is that brewers retain control of
their enterprise, along with managerial independence. Interviewees' preferences were dictated by
this consideration, and their “pecking order” follows the typical pattern of small firm owners, using
the source of finance representing the least intrusion in their firm.
A small number of craft brewers raised equity from external investors, although they retained a
controlling ownership. Interviewees stated that their preference for outside equity was as much for
ease of process and certainty of outcome, even though it involved relinquishing some ownership.
There are also positive signaling effects in raising angel finance, as in one case the brewer's bank
provided matching funding to the angel investment provided. This brewer also related that he
received additional benefits such as assistance with business plans and marketing, although this
experience was untypical of the sample. In contrast another interviewee was wary of potential
intrusion from investors. Keen to retain control of operational issues, the entrepreneur baulked at

raising equity-based finance from the crowd, perceiving it as impinging on managerial decisions
regarding brewing and branding.
4.5

Operational aspects

Time is one of the most important resources for entrepreneurs as they did not have adequate funding
to employ staff. They were typically concerned with daily operational issues, which for craft brewers
concern everything from sourcing raw materials to delivering products, leaving little time for matters
such as marketing and finance. With constraints on their valuable time, craft brewers wanted to spend
as little time as possible on nonoperational issues, such as marketing and raising finance. Interviewees
related that they were frustrated at the amount of time required to raise finance. A partner in the
largest brewer stated that “….I spend almost 70% of my time seeking finance….” Smaller brewers
related that they were frustrated with the “…amount of paperwork required, and the time spent on
loan applications, especially when the outcome is uncertain and it takes up to 6 weeks to make a
decision…” Similarly, in raising alternative finance, a brewer stated that he raised loan crowdfunding
as “…the process was relatively straightforward, and the funder took care of everything…” The
perception that raising alternative finance requires minimal effort may be misleading, however. In the
case of a failed attempt, the craft brewer admitted he did not devote adequate effort or resources to
the campaign. Although he had prepared a promotional video, he was unaware of an impediment to
rewarding investors with beer over the platform. Investors were not attracted with alternative
rewards, and the campaign flopped.
5

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The vast increase in use of alternative finance is viewed as revolutionizing small firm finance, providing
a wide diversity in sources and increasing options for small and new firms that typically commence
business from an external resource constraint. Craft brewers have enthusiastically embraced new
forms of financing and are at the forefront in raising finance from nontraditional sources. Experience
of those who have raised investment finance through crowdfunding was universally positive,
particularly for the benefits of promotion and advertising. Craft brewers sought to engender a sense
of ownership in their enterprise, with the logic that investors' return on investment is directly linked
to the product. The primary benefits from an operational perspective are ease of access, timely and
efficient delivery, and administration of funding. These are somewhat offset by the higher cost of
crowdfunding. Our evidence indicates that crowdfunding was particularly beneficial at a specific time
in the lifecycle of the firm— relatively early in the life of the firm, post startup, when a firm has become
somewhat established and can deliver on investors' expectations. As firms become more established
and older, they typically access finance from traditional sources at a lower rate than through
crowdfunding. This suggests that crowdfunding may become an important source of funding for a
specific profile of firm and in specific industries. Our findings are interesting when viewed in relation
to previous research on crowdfunding. In the following, we list four stylized facts and how our findings
differ:
1.
Crowdfunding overcomes geographical constraints (Agrawal, 2014): from our limited sample,
it appears that investors are located in relatively close proximity to brewers. Although crowdfunding
overcomes geographical constraints in funding, there appears to be a “locally funded” effect. In fact,
craft brewers state a preference for locally provided equity. Brewers' desire to engender “ownership”
involves a visit to the brewery. The failed crowdfunding campaign of one interviewee was at a large
geographical distance from the project proposer. A proviso to this finding is that our sample is located
in a relatively small geographical area.

2.
Crowdfunding substitutes for traditional sources of financing. Agrawal (2014) states that
crowdfunding substitutes for sources of equity such as home equity loans. Our sample unanimously
declared that finance raised through crowdfunding is complementary to traditional sources of finance,
not a substitute. In most cases, amounts raised through crowdfunding were considerably smaller than
those raised from traditional sources.
3.
Lower cost of capital. Received wisdom is that crowdfunding mayresult in lower costs of
capital due to better matching between funders and creators, better information, and bundling of
equity and rewards. Our evidence is that craft brewers can access finance at a lower cost from
traditional sources, particularly intermediated debt. This may be due to the age profile of our sample,
as most are established businesses, although young. Lower costs of finance are likely due to reputation
effects.
4.
Crowdfunding provides a mechanism through which creators canreceive input from users and
investors. Our evidence is that craft brewers did not want external intrusion into operational aspects
of the business “…we don't want a large crowd of investors telling us what to do with our brand or our
beers…if you listened to everybody it would be a nightmare…” Crowdfunding is viewed as a means of
raising finance and creating a community of loyal customers. Apart from rewards based crowdfunding,
where investors are invited to name a beer or brewing tank, input on operational matters is not
typically sought.
Qualitative research helped us explore these issues in depth and also enabled emergent findings such
as geographical proximity of investors and brewers to come to the fore. Craft brewers have
enthusiastically embraced crowdfunding as a valuable source of investment finance, although the
majority of our interviewees state that having successfully raised finance through crowdfunding, they
intend to source subsequent investment needs from the cheapest source, which they perceive to be
intermediated debt from commercial banks. Thus in keeping with lifecycle financing patterns (Mac an
Bhaird & Lucey, 2011), the cost of investment finance declines as firms gain reputation from a track
record. The challenge for providers of alternative source of finance is to provide finance to firms in the
mature stage of development at rates competitive with traditional sources. Crowdfunders should also
consider their principal advantages over traditional funders, which are ease of process, relatively
straightforward administration, quick delivery of finance, and the building of trust (Macht, 2014).
Crowdfunding is also consistent with the principal motivation of entrepreneurs, which is to retain
control of their enterprises (Macht & Weatherston, 2014). Platform providers should emphasize this,
as it is a significant advantage over other sources of finance such as external equity from new
investors. Again, this may be more prevalent in some sectors than others, as craft brewers are
extremely passionate about their products and business, and this personal attachment reinforces the
traditional entrepreneur's desire to retain control and managerial independence.
Future avenues for research might investigate how entrepreneurs' demands change across countries,
whether adoption of alternative finance influences organizational forms of the enterprise, lifecycle
effects across sectors and firm profiles, the effect of regulatory requirements on entrepreneurs'
behavior, whether crowdfunding broadens the network of investors, and how and why entrepreneurs
select one form of alternative finance over another. It remains to be seen whether crowdfunding
represents an alternative to traditional sources of finance for firms of all sizes in all sectors. The future
for alternative finance is dependent on many factors, including the ability of entrepreneurs to
overcome information asymmetries and fulfill their obligations to investors. It is not a perfect
mechanism for overcoming agency, and recent high profile cases do not engender confidence.
Crowdfunding may be of greater benefit in countries where there is a lack of diversification in private
debt and equity markets, and where the cost of debt may be a consequence of higher concentration.

The early entrepreneurial finance ecosystem has undoubtedly changed, although it is too early to say
whether crowdfunding represents a revolutionary change or is a passing fad.
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